
Math Wars – SAT/ACT 
   Topic 507 – Linear Inequalities 

 
Maximum Time: 6.75 Minutes 

 
Directions: To start, you need to download the Math Wars 
application on your cell phone: Use the QR code or the url: 
https://mastermathmentor.com/mmm/mathwars.ashx?key=507  

 
When ready, start the timer and then solve the problems below, entering your 
choice, A, B, C, D and pressing for each problem when you are sure of 
your answer. When complete, stop the timer.  You will see problems you got correct in green and incorrect in 
red. You will receive a score based on how many problems you got right and your time. A perfect score is all 
problems correct using half the maximum time or less.  You can text or email your friends with your results. 

1. (1 pt) How many integers satisfy the inequality  ? 

 
     A. 6 B. 5  C. 3 D. 2 
 
2. (3 pts) Which of the following graphs represents the inequality:  ? 
 

     A.  B.  C.   D.  
 

3. (5 pts) Which of the following inequalities describes the graph to the right?         
 

     A.  B.  C.   D. None of these 
 
4. (7 pts) Amish is saving money to purchase a cell phone that costs $840. So far, he has saved $225. He would 

like to buy the phone in 12 weeks. If he earns $400 per week take home, which of the following is the least 
percentage of his paycheck that he must put towards the phone per week to have enough to purchase the 
phone? 

 
     A. 12% B. 13% C.  51% D. 52% 
 

5. (9 pts) Which of the following represents the intersection of the two inequalities:  ? 

     A.  B.  C.   D.  

Submit

−1< a
2
+1≤ 2

3x − 2y + 6 > 0

−8 ≤ 4x < −4 −6 ≤ 3 x −1( ) < 0 −8 ≤ 3 x −1( )+1<1

3y − x ≤ −6
2y ≥ −x + 6


